BUILD A BUNNY!

This colourful little bunny has its carrot and is ready for a fun day hopping around the garden. You can build this long-eared friend using pieces from your own LEGO® collection. Don't worry about matching the colours, you can use any colours you want!

GO AHEAD, BUILD ME! I PROMISE NOT TO LEAVE BROWN BRICKS ALL OVER YOUR HOUSE.

BRICK BY BRICK

You don't need lots of bricks to make an awesome model! You can make these cute creations using less than a handful of pieces. What can you make using only five LEGO® elements?
Look at these cool creations our UK LEGO® Certified Professional made by combining just two LEGO sets!

GIVE IT A GO!
WHAT CAN YOU CREATE?

COOL CAT SPACESHIP!
Made from 41439 LEGO® Friends Cat Grooming Car + 41662 LEGO® Friends Olivia’s Flamingo Cube.

AWESOME DRAGON!
Made from 60275 LEGO® City Police Helicopter + 60279 LEGO® City Fire Hazard Truck.

MEGA ROBOT SPIDER!
How many can you find?
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Easter

How many can you find?

A
B
C
D
E

Answers: A5, B4, C3, D4, E2
Easter Dragon

Use 5 colours to create a dragon: